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This article compares the satirical styles of popular 18th century authors, Meredith has studied literature and literary
analysis, holding a master's degree in liberal Comparison of the Satirical Works of Alexander Pope and Jonathan Swift.

Finally, there was lingering resentment that Ireland was unable to mint its own money Fabricant, ,  The poem
and their correspondence suggest that Esther was infatuated with Swift, and that he may have reciprocated her
affections, only to regret this and then try to break off the relationship. The King of Brobdingnag is reported as
expressing puzzlement that expenditure could sometimes exceed tax income by as much as a factor of two.
Specifically, Swift sought to undermine the view that private vices produced public benefits and that otherwise
intolerable situations were justifiable as long as they were viewed as the outcome of voluntary actions. This
was partly for effect but perhaps also to pre-empt critics accusing him of promoting vice. The novel is a big
twist of allegorical themes and similarities to the real world and so it is called a political satire. In , guardians
were appointed to take care of his affairs and watch lest in his outbursts of violence he should do himself
harm. He was too ill to attend the funeral at St Patrick's. In his book Literature and Western Man , author J.
Holders of government debt could voluntarily exchange it for a capital sum in the form of stock in the South
Sea company which had been granted a monopoly on the slave trade to Spanish America. This was in the 17th
century. To protect him from unscrupulous hangers on, who had begun to prey on the great man, his closest
companions had him declared of "unsound mind and memory". The Third Estate was finally created centuries
later to help bring order and give common people their own place within society. However, in A Modest
Defence of Public Stews, Mandeville explicitly made the case for consequentialist as opposed to moral
evaluation arguing that it was permissible to do evil that good might come of it Cook, ,  For, I conceived, there
could not be a truer maxim in our government than this, That the possessors of the soil are the best judges of
what is for the advantage of the kingdom: If others had thought the same way, funds of credit and South-sea
projects would neither have been felt nor heard of. Swift has been described by scholars as "a Whig in politics
and Tory in religion" and Swift related his own views in similar terms, stating that as "a lover of liberty, I
found myself to be what they called a Whig in politics Another was that when parliament authorised further
conversion of debt into South Sea shares in , the amount of South Sea stock to be granted in exchange for
government debt and annuities was not fixed but depended on the price of stock. Lastly of putting a spirit of
honesty, industry and skill into our shopkeepers. He was amongst the first to appreciate that the emerging
financial institutions had important implications for the nature of political power and political stability. His
political writings for the Tories exposed the corruptions of government and paved the way for his acclaimed
satires For instance, the episode in which the giant Gulliver puts out the Lilliputian palace fire by urinating on
it can be seen as a metaphor for the Tories' illegal peace treaty; having done a good thing in an unfortunate
manner. In he paid a long-deferred visit to London, [36] taking with him the manuscript of Gulliver's Travels.
The Potato Famine left many families in search of a way to preserve their land, lives, and families. The early
18th century saw other developments that Swift satirically commented on, too. Swift graduated in , when he
was  More recently, it has also been suggested that it was intended as an intervention in the budgetary debates
of the Irish Parliamentary session and as an attack directed specifically at predatory loan schemes for taxpayer
financing Moore, ,  Gulliver sought to explain that trade was a source of luxury goods. During this time, Swift
wrote The Battle of the Books , a satire responding to critics of Temple's Essay upon Ancient and Modern
Learning , though Battle was not published until  Though Swift was disappointed to see his high expectations
for a career within the Church shattered the following generations of his readers can only be happy about this,
for his time not at all unusual, turn of events. I am grateful to the editors and anonymous referees of this
journal for helpful comments on earlier drafts of this paper. Both poets clearly appreciate and admire the
natural beauty of a woman and their opposite opinions and therefore representation of the nature and function
of cosmetics, springs from this admiration. Keen intellect and sharp observation exposed moral corruption of
the neoclassic British society through the use of satiric literature. Temple died on 27 January  Swift also has to
be credited with one of the earliest statements of the principle that a tax or tariff may be set so high as to
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reduce revenue below what a lower rate would raise Swift, [] , ; Bartlett,  Scientific progress and religious
toleration, like the perversion of learning and religion, modern writing and the often fierce political debates,
were all mocked in his satires. You may think this is preposterous but your own proposals are just as
monstrous because they will achieve nothing at all. In , the Bank of England was established with a view to
providing William with loan finance.


